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Rationale

Respiratory disease is a major component of the global burden of disease, with a reduction in deaths from childhood pneumonia but an increase in chronic respiratory disease over the past few decades [1–3]. There is an increasing recognition that low lung function poses a major risk for acute and chronic lung disease. Lung function tracks closely along centiles throughout childhood [4, 5], with lung function at birth determining lung function in later life [6]. Childhood asthma is associated with low lung function [7, 8], with the deficit seen on the first occasion that it is measured. Low lung function in childhood, with failure to reach predicted peak lung function in early adult life, is a major risk factor for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), responsible for about 50% of cases in adults [9, 10].

Airway obstruction, generally indicated by a ratio of the forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) to the forced vital capacity (FVC) of <0.7 following bronchodilator inhalation, is a hallmark of COPD [11]. Indeed, the reliance on forced spirometry (so named to indicate the forced expiration required) may be one of the reasons that the major impact of early-life factors on COPD has been under-recognised [6]. Forced spirometry can be challenging in young children [12], with reported success rates varying from 30% to >80% [12, 13]. Young children find several aspects of spirometry difficult, including: taking a full breath in to total lung capacity; achieving a rapid onset of forced expiration; blowing hard enough to achieve expiratory flow limitation; and maintaining forced expiration to residual volume [12]. Given these difficulties, it is easy to understand why FVC may be underestimated in young children. In addition, in healthy young children, FEV1 approximates FVC, with a FEV1/FVC ratio of about 94% in children aged 5–7 years [14]. Thus, the physiological meaning of FEV1 differs in young children. This, together with the
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likely underestimation of FVC, means detecting airway obstruction by forced spirometry is challenging in young children. A better approach is required.

The International Collaboration to Improve Respiratory Health in Children

The International Collaboration to Improve Respiratory Health in Children (INCIRCLE) European Respiratory Society (ERS) Clinical Research Collaboration (CRC) was supported by the ERS Paediatrics Assembly and initially funded in the first round of such collaborations in 2014 [15]. In the initial application we proposed to form an international collaborative group to develop intra-breath tracking or temporal oscillometry (T-oscillometry), a novel adaptation of conventional oscillometry that made estimates of respiratory system impedance \( Z_{rs} \) at multiple points during tidal breathing. Note that the term “forced” has been deleted as no forced expiration is involved. T-oscillometry demonstrates changes in \( Z_{rs} \) as lung volume and respiratory flow changes during the normal breathing process. One of the motives behind this initiative was the realisation that, while oscillometry was easy for young children to perform, its conventional modality was better suited to showing differences between groups of subjects than to determining which children had abnormal lung function [12, 16–18]. The initial collaboration included groups experienced in lung function testing in young children in Australia, Brazil, Hungary, Italy, South Africa, the UK and the USA. The previous CRC conditions restricted applications to 10 chief investigators, which limited the number of centres we could include. The INCIRCLE aims included: development and characterisation of T-oscillometry for use in infants and young children; determination of the clinical utility of T-oscillometry in a variety of respiratory conditions; creation of normative values that would allow reporting of T-oscillometry outcome variables as standard deviation (Z) scores; and facilitation of commercial availability of T-oscillometry beyond specialist centres. When the INCIRCLE CRC was re-funded in 2017 for a further 3-year period, it was expanded to include more centres.

Improved understanding of T-oscillometry outcome variables

One of the barriers to more widespread use of oscillometry by clinicians is the engineering-based terminology used. Physicians get confused by the various terms used to describe the components of \( Z_{rs} \), including resistance \( (R) \) and reactance \( (X) \), and even more by the real and imaginary parts, the in-phase and out-of-phase components. The understanding of \( R \) is reasonable but confusion reigns over the interpretation of \( X \). Clinicians are not used to negative numbers as test results and confusion increases when a more negative, i.e. larger-magnitude negative number, indicates a worse result. In an attempt to provide simplified results, we have advocated fitting a “resistance–inertance–compliance” (RLC) model to the \( R \) and \( X \) spectra (figure 1). The model is described as:

\[
Z_{rs} = R + jωL - (1/jωC)
\]  
(equation 1)

where \( j \) is the imaginary unit and \( ω \) represents angular frequency.

This allows reporting for a single number of \( R \), which represents the plateau value (10–20 Hz) seen in the \( R \)-frequency plot and provides an estimate of Newtonian \( R \) of the respiratory system mainly reflecting

![FIGURE 1 Fitting a model to resistance and reactance spectra measured in a preschool-aged child to provide estimates of respiratory resistance and compliance. The data points (mean and SD) represent the average of all technically acceptable replicate measurements and red lines indicate the model fit to the data points over specified ranges of frequency. \( R_{rs} \): respiratory system resistance; \( X_{rs} \): respiratory system reactance.](https://doi.org/10.1183/13993003.01867-2018)
airway $R$. Similarly, the curve fitted to the $X$–frequency plot (6–26 Hz) provides an estimate of respiratory compliance ($C$) and inertance ($L$), the latter determining $X$ at higher frequencies. These single numbers are more easily understood, although the consistency of the $RLC$ model weakens in disease. Whether the use of the $RLC$ model facilitates the use of oscillometry remains to be seen. We have demonstrated the changes occurring in $R$ and $C$ in the first 3 days of life in healthy neonates [19], shown the ability of $C$ to distinguish between infants born to mothers who smoked during pregnancy and those born to nonsmoking mothers [20] and provided normative data for preschool-aged children [21].

$T$-oscillometry

Knowledge that the respiratory system is not linear and that both volume and flow influence respiratory mechanics is not new. However, many lung function techniques ignore this. This is especially true for conventional oscillometry, where $Z_{rs}$ is averaged over several breathing cycles to produce single estimates for $R$ and $X$ at each frequency contained in the driving signal. $T$-oscillometry uses a single-frequency (sinusoidal) test signal (16 Hz for infants, 10 Hz for children and 8 Hz for adults) and makes a series of estimates of $R$ and $X$ during tidal breathing (figure 2). Volume dependence is calculated from $R$ and $X$ at points of zero flow occurring at the end of inspiration and expiration (figure 2a) and flow dependence can be described by points of maximal inspiratory and expiratory flow (figure 2a). The changes in $R$ and $X$ during tidal breathing plotted as a function of tidal volume are obvious (figure 2b) and clearly demonstrate the problem with averaging over several breathing cycles. The volume dependence is quantified by comparing the values of $R$ or $X$ at end-inspiration and end-expiration, shown for $\Delta R$ in figure 2c.

Oscillometry in unsedated infants during natural sleep

The INCIRCLE site in Cape Town (South Africa) has used both conventional (spectral) oscillometry and $T$-oscillometry to measure lung function in the longitudinal cohort study, the Drakenstein Child Health Study. Lung function was measured at 5–10 weeks, 1 year and 2 years of age in unsedated infants. The feasibility at 5–10 weeks of age was outstanding, with measurements successful in >80% of infants [20, 22]. This population is being followed up in the preschool years.

![Figure 2](https://doi.org/10.1183/13993003.01867-2018)
Oscillometry in preschool-aged children

We have demonstrated the feasibility and utility of measuring T-oscillometry in preschool-aged children [23, 24]. Normative data have been collected by measuring children in a variety of settings, including in kindergartens [24]. Measurements have also been made in children with acute wheeze in the emergency department and during recovery phases of acute asthma exacerbations [23]. Under these conditions, feasibility remains excellent with 80–90% of children able to perform the test and produce good quality data. We have shown that the volume dependence of $\Delta R$ was a highly sensitive and specific measure of airway obstruction in wheezy children, with a cut-off value of 1.42 hPa·s·L$^{-1}$, giving an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.95 [23]. T-oscillometry was also useful in demonstrating a bronchodilator response, with the value of $\Delta R$ falling below 1.42 hPa·s·L$^{-1}$ in asthmatic children with persistent wheeze [23].

Future studies of clinical utility

Studies are underway or being planned to examine the clinical utility of T-oscillometry in a number of paediatric respiratory conditions, including cystic fibrosis (CF), bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), recurrent wheeze in preschool-aged children, sickle cell anaemia and neuromuscular conditions. CF lung disease begins in the small peripheral airways and is poorly detected by spirometry. Studies are underway to examine whether early disease is reflected by $X$ at 10 Hz ($X_{10}$) and $\Delta X$. Diffuse disease in small airways results in time-constant inhomogeneity and uneven ventilation distribution. These changes are detected by the lung clearance index, the test considered most sensitive to early CF lung disease. We contend that $X_{10}$ and $\Delta X$ will provide the same information without the need for 100% oxygen and in a much shorter measurement time. We have demonstrated that expiratory flow limitation is easily detected by plotting $X_8$ against tidal volume in adults with COPD [25], while $\Delta X$ reflects the improving homogeneity during inspiration. Studies are underway to determine whether similar changes will be seen in childhood survivors with BPD. Epidemiological studies show that 70% of preschool-aged children with recurrent wheeze do not develop persistent asthma. Current predictive indices do not accurately identify these children. Studies are planned to determine whether the presence of airway obstruction, as indicated by $\Delta R$, can identify children destined for persistent asthma.

The INCIRCLE CRC has made great advances in developing new modalities of oscillometry for use in infants and young children, and this has evoked interest from the lung function device industry. INCIRCLE has also developed co-operation with another CRC (the Global Lung function Initiative network (GLI)). The work is far from done but we are entering the exciting stage where we will determine where this test is clinically useful in diverse respiratory disorders. Watch this space for future developments!

Research groups interested in joining at this stage should contact the co-chairs Peter D. Sly (p.sly@uq.edu.au) or Zoltán Hantos (hantos.zoltan@med.u-szeged.hu), or the project manager Dorottya Czövek (czovek.dorottya@med.semmelweis-univ.hu).
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